Abstract — In this paper, we focus on the performances optimization of a power stages for a nomadic transmitter front-end for multi-radio applications. Performance of such a front-end are to guarantee efficiency (peak and average) whatever the modulation scheme, carrier frequency and bandwidth are. Herein, we delimited the case of study to two band of interest: LTE (2-2.2 GHz) and WiMAX (3.6-3.8 GHz), and designed a dual-band PA. The PA operates in class E, in order to preserve the efficiency. The idea is to demonstrate the ability to amplify amplitude modulated signal and/or control the mean power of the signal by supply and driving signal variations, at the both frequency bands expected. Results show the possibility to efficiently amplify modulated signal or to adapt to mean power variations on the two bands. These new results allow to reconsider the transmitter architectures design approaches.
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I. NOMADIC MULTI-RADIO FRONT END

Due to the user increasing demand in high data rate and mobility, some concept such as cognitive radio are attractive and promising in wireless communications. Nowadays, the context of cognitive radio includes nomadic communications and the adaptability to any specifications of cellular and connectivity standards such as UMTS, LTE, WiMAX, WiFi and so on. This flexibility of “the RF part” in a transceiver is known under the concept of “multi-radio”, and drives it to consider the design of a transmitter that must:

- Adapt to any of the modulation schemes (power or spectral efficient modulation). Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex (OFDM) is a good representative of high data rate wideband signals used (ex. WiMAX and WiFi).
- Provide different bandwidths and carrier frequencies, in the idea of opportunism spectrum allocation (1 to 100 MHz).
- Present a low average efficiency, due to the interest in battery lifetime. This is mandatory for the transmitter part where the Power Amplifier (PA) is responsible for a major part of the current consumption.
- Guarantee the linearity of the transmitter whatever the modulation, bandwidth, mean power and carrier frequency are. This includes power scale-ability, because the transmitter is not supposed to operate at its maximum power all the time. In fact, it is often necessary to operate at a lower level.
- Do not produce crippling spectral re-growths that could disturb other transceivers (co-existence). This implies a severe filtering selectivity at the different “carrier frequency and bandwidth” possibilities.

Herein, we focus on the design of the transmitter front-end for the above-mentioned goals of the multi-radio. The challenge of such a transmitter is to provide the enumerated requirements while realizing frequency transposition, power amplification and filtering before feeding the antenna. The front-end must adapt to any characteristic of the signal, for example the amplitude variation. This variation can be slow for average power control or fast, for dynamic amplitude information (also called dynamic envelope information). The PAPR (Peak to Average Power Ratio) characterizes the importance of the signal dynamic for a given modulated signal. For example, the PAPR in the case of OFDM signal can reach more than 10 dB, depending on the number of sub-carriers [16].

High PAPR causes crippling non-linearities at the PA stage. This is a difficulty that implies linearization techniques (feedback, feed-forward, pre-distortion) or linear architecture (Envelope Elimination and Restoration EER, Envelope Tracking/Following ET, LINC, CALLUM…) [1]. Polar based linear architectures, such as EER and ET, have known a great success these years with the challenging possibilities of reducing the PAPR by envelope coding (PWM, ΣΔ) [11][13]. In such architecture, the use of a switched high efficiency PA is interesting for an efficiency maximization of the amplification, and the coded envelope can provide the necessary constant power signal for driving such PAs [11][13][14][16][17]. The efficiency of such architecture is favored by the choice of a switched PA in class E, whose theory has been studied in [2][3][4][5][6][7][8][9][10].

These solutions show a new technical lock that is filtering requirement. Due to the important spectral re-growths generated by the envelope coding (still remaining after the amplification), the overall efficiency is impacted by its coding efficiency and need a mandatory filtering, to respect standards requirements [16]. This results in a linear but not so efficient solution. The multi-radio front-end must be designed with the idea of a reconfigurable and/or multiple pass-band profile (multi-band) while power amplification is performed [12][15][18]. Our idea is to demonstrate the feasibility of managing high PAPR signal for suitable multi-radio front-end: high average efficiency, linearity and multi-band possibility. We present in the part II of this paper the design of a dual-band PA in class E, following a sub-optimal design method, whose principle was presented in [18].
technology at these frequencies is integrated because we choose a transistor in the idea to adapt to LTE (2-2.2 GHz) and WiMAX (3.6 – 3.8 GHz). Signals of such standards are typically OFDM, and that is why the power scale-ability is studied in part III (slow and fast variation) by supply or driving signal amplitude variation.

The novelty of this paper is to demonstrate the efficient amplification of amplitude information (modulated signal) with a switched mode PA (class E), at two frequency bands of interest. The methodology used can be extended for multiple bands of operation and the importance of PAPR repartition (supply and driving signal) is underlined as a new way of optimization in polar based architectures.

II. DUAL-BAND CLASS E PA: NEW METHOD AND DESIGN

The design of the dual-band PA is based on the methodology exposed in [18], as figure 1 resumes the different steps: by defining the power capability of the transistor and extracting the major part of its output non-linearities, a sub-optimum design in frequency is possible, if the output network has sufficient degrees of freedom (number of L and C). The efficiency is computed in transient simulation by extracting the real power dissipated by the transistor and delivered to the load. Herein, the load is simulated with wideband antenna measurements (Vivaldi type designed for 1.8 to 6 GHz) as in [18].

\[ G_{\text{ADAPT}} = \Gamma_{\text{class E with } R_{\text{load}}} (Z) = \frac{Z - 0.826 R_{\text{load}} e^{j \phi}}{Z + 0.826 R_{\text{load}} e^{j \phi}} \]

The novelty of this paper is to demonstrate the efficient amplification of amplitude information (modulated signal) with a switched mode PA (class E), at two frequency bands of interest. The methodology used can be extended for multiple bands of operation and the importance of PAPR repartition (supply and driving signal) is underlined as a new way of optimization in polar based architectures.

The optimized network is reintroduced in a transient simulation where the transistor is hardly switched and identified the driving power in function of the frequency, \( P_{\text{in}}(f) \). With \( P_{\text{in}}(f) \), we simulated a Large Signal S-Parameters (LSSP) simulation in order to extract the major contribution of transistor output non-linearity: \( S_{22}\text{NL} \), as the principle is drawn in figure 3. Figure 2 represents the following step of “network optimization”, with the integration of the antenna load measurements and \( S_{22}\text{NL} \). The optimization goal is to present the optimal load impedance at the LTE and WiMAX bands while rejecting other spectral components for linearity improvements (high impedance, helping in filtering the signal [5][9][18]). The criterion used is the matching coefficient, modified for the optimal class E load value rather than 50 Ohms, see (1). Optimization results are draw in figure 2, where \( G_{\text{ADAPT}} \) shows two bands of class E mode of operation.
Also the input power is computed for evaluating the PAE (Power Added Efficiency).

The PAPR causes crippling non-linearity (PA) without a linearization process. This is the challenging lock in the design of front-end for multi-radio because we want a high average efficiency and linearity at the same time. To explore the amplitude modulation possibilities of our dual band PA, we swept the supply drain voltage (Vds) and the high level of the switching driving signal (command signal on Vgs).

Figure 5 showed an important dependency of the output power with Vds and Vgs (VHI is the maximum value of Vgs). The efficiency is less sensitive with Vds variation, as the transistor is highly saturated. VHI reduction drives it to an important decrease in efficiency and we can identify a limit of the transistor switching behavior around VHI = 0.6 V. In the idea of PAPR repartition, the amplitude modulation can be done on both voltages, but Vgs will affect more the efficiency performance than Vds. These simulations were DC variations, and we introduced, in a second step, sinusoidal modulation on both Vds and Vgs signals. These variations are about 100 MHz for Vgs and 60 MHz for Vds, representing a potential signal bandwidth. Figure 6 shows the variations at the two frequencies (LTE/WiMAX) and its resulting amplitude information delivered to the load (top). Also the spectrum of...
figure 6 shows that the only spectral re-growth to deal with is the second harmonic.

Efficiencies (drain and PAE) are computed for modulated signals with the same parameters, at different carrier frequencies. Figure 7 shows performance of 60 to 70% drain efficiency, attained by the dual-band PA for amplitude modulated signal.

The ability to restore an amplitude modulation by supply modulation and/or driving signal modulation has been explored for our high efficient dual band class E PA. Efficiencies computed are promising for the use of such structures in multi-radio front-ends (50 % PAE).

IV. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

A dual-band class E PA for multi-radio applications has been studied and showed its ability to amplify efficiently modulated signal at two frequency bands of interest, with the same device. The design methodology enables this type of PA to be used in multi-radio architectures, characterised by important PAPR, while considering good performances in output power, efficiency, and power control.

These new results allow to reconsider the transmitter architectures design approaches and give a possibility to solve the tricky problem of power emission in multi-standards or multi-radio.
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